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The aircraft maintenance sector has high complexity with many intermediaries, multiple actors sharing data and needs to

ensure high data security. The implementation of Blockchain technology can significantly contribute to the aforementioned

characteristics. 
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1. Introduction

Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) is complex, as various regulatory policies, varied customer portfolios, heavy

reliance on parts supply chains, human reliance and tight time schedules make it challenging to capture and manage

information effectively. is becoming an increasingly urgent requirement in supply chains, and the lack of transparency

prevents the verification of the actual value of items and can cause strategic and reputational competitive issues .

Similarly, the need to trace and verify parts in maintenance is of significant importance for MRO, with strict requirements

outlined by airworthiness authorities to guarantee the safety of aircrew and passengers . The maintenance sector has

high complexity with many intermediaries, multiple actors sharing data and needs to ensure high data security. Vastly

improved data storage and communication technology is a major opportunity for improving aviation’s performance .

Moreover, counterfeit products within the aircraft parts supply chain compromise safety standards. The implementation of

Blockchain technology can significantly contribute to the characteristics mentioned above and can assist with the

elimination of any counterfeit products within the aircraft parts supply that compromise safety standards.

Blockchain technology is claimed to be one of the most influential and innovative technologies currently . Blockchain can

be described as a distributed ledger, a chain of ‘blocks’ in chronological order where each block has a record of the

activities that have taken place on the network since the last block was added to the chain . Efficiency gains enabled by

Blockchain could increase industry revenue by as much as 4%, or US$40bn, while cutting MRO costs by approximately

5%, or US$3.5bn 

Some studies have reported the benefits of Blockchain (e.g., ). Some research has been conducted in aviation.

For example , examined Blockchain for flight data sharing in air traffic control; looked at Blockchain in Controller

Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC) from a technical perspective but did not evaluate its adoption willingness.

 Several piloting programs across various sectors have been trialed, but the technology penetration levels for Blockchain

remain minimal.

Research into Blockchain is at an early stage in terms of theoretical grounding, methodological diversity and empirically

grounded work . With most of the research being undertaken on the benefits of Blockchain and the use cases,

conducting more research on organizational practices and decision-making around the adoption of Blockchain

technologies. Blockchain can be a disruptive technology for design, organization, operations and general management.

Therefore, the resistance to implementing Blockchain needs to be further explored.

2. Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is a digitally distributed transaction ledger in that information is stored and maintained (but not duplicated) on a

decentralized database, which belongs to multiple entities sharing information . Distributed ledgers are ideal when the

supply chains are large and complex, such as in aircraft maintenance, as it ensures high security and safety, and there

can be multiple organizations involved. Blockchain is a continually growing list of records called blocks that are

permanently linked to a chain. Within MROs, data could be inputted manually into a Blockchain by authorized staff or

automatically by maintenance management systems. According to Blockchain rules, once data is entered into the system,

it is shared with all participants on the Blockchain, and that block of data entered cannot be altered.
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If implemented in MROs, the aftermarket blocks would contain data on aircraft parts, such as (1) Where they came from,

(2) Which airline operated them, (3) How many hours were they operated for, (4) When and what failed, and (5) Who,

when and where they were repaired. This is commonly known as Back-to-Birth traceability (or BtB). Blockchain uses

cryptography instead of signatures to ensure security. In the MRO industry, it would only collect the maintenance data

necessary for safe transfers and, in the case of a private Blockchain, transferring sensitive data .

Currently, Blockchain systems can be categorized into three groups, private, public and consortium Blockchain. The

primary distinction between private and public Blockchain is who can participate in the network . Public and private

Blockchains can also be classified as permissionless and permissioned, respectively. Permissionless refers to a situation

in which anyone can join and participate in the network. Anybody can create a personal address and interact on the

network by adding entries to the ledger and submitting transactions. The public or permissionless Blockchain network is

used in most digital currencies worldwide. Consortium Blockchain is only publicly available to a selected few parties. The

consensus process is active and controlled by a public party that sets the rules and guidelines for the Blockchain. It is only

partly decentralized, as the Blockchain copies are only distributed amongst certain entities.

The main characteristics of Blockchain are (a) Digital Signatures, (b) Data Integrity, (c) Smart Contracts, (d) Alternative

consensus algorithms, (e) Proof-of-Work and (f) Peer to Peer. The individuals on the network use digital signatures in

Blockchain to ensure that the new blocks created are legitimate and authentic. Digital signatures are an extra layer of

security. The use of hashing algorithms guarantees integrity . Encrypted data being sent can be altered without being

detected by a hacker. If the data were hacked, the signature would change; thus, it would be invalid. They secure the data

and the identity of the individual creating it. Ownership of digital signatures is bound to a user and the individuals they

intend to share it with. Nevertheless, a signature is auditable and verifiable, so the owner cannot deny its existence.

Data integrity is a fundamental component of information security and safety. It is achieved in Blockchain with hashing;

hashing can confirm that it has not been tampered with . Each block within the Blockchain produces a hash value into a

digest; the digest publishes the proof that the data in the block is secure and its integrity remains. Blockchain is immutable

and allows for confidence in the quality of data. Blockchain plays a significant role in avoiding fraudulent transactions.

Cryptography and its decentralized nature make Blockchain impossible to modify data or hack the system.

The smart contract, also known as a cyptrocontract, can be programmed electronically and automatically enforces itself

when the conditions determined in advance are met . The fundamental objective of a smart contract is to reduce

transactional costs while providing superior security. Given the complex nature of the aviation industry value chain, smart

contracts can enable an efficient flow of transactions between these different entities. Proof-of-work (PoW) is used to

verify the legitimacy of data; this system can be implemented to provide a consensus within the network.

Trust is one of the essential elements in Blockchain. Blockchain technology is open-ended; it operates on a decentralized

basis, allowing data to be stored and exchanged on a peer-to-peer (P2P) basis. P2P will enable individuals who do not

know or have a relationship with others to form a trustworthy ledger where information is stored. This information can

consist of contract outlines, payment history and data and is tamperproof, making Blockchain transparent. Allowing direct

access to several information systems instead of one system generates higher efficiency and faster execution. P2P

systems have been researched and identified as a system that can be used in several areas concerning exchanging and

storing data .

Blockchain data can be shared and secured due to consensus-based algorithms. The consensus mechanism is a

program where nodes agree on a result; each participant’s system validates the information and distributes it to the other

participants. When each participant has received this information, each computer system runs the same algorithms to

achieve the correct result .

In conclusion, Blockchains’ main characteristics are (a) efficient transaction settlement, (b) transparency and auditability

and (c) reliability. Nevertheless, Blockchain technology implementation requires a significant financial investment, which is

a challenge for many organizations . Barriers can be grouped to intra-organizational, inter-organizational, system-

related and external barriers. The barriers relevant to MROs are a hesitation to share information, limited use cases in

MRO and technical challenges. According to Gartner’s Blockchain spectrum model, Blockchain technology is growing,

and Blockchain-inspired solutions will dominate enterprise implementation in the early 2020s. In 2023, enterprise-ready

complete solutions will emerge, and in 2025 Blockchain will incorporate complementary technologies (e.g., Internet of

Things and artificial intelligence).
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3. Maintenance Repair and Overhaul: The Industry Needs

MROs are described as when “all actions that have the objective of retaining and restoring an item in or to a state in which

it can perform its required function. The actions include a combination of all technical and corresponding administrative,

managerial and supervision actions” . Aircraft maintenance is essential to guarantee the safety and security of the

aircraft in commercial airlines. An aircraft fleet is one of the airlines most valuable assets . Maintaining the fleet plays

a crucial role in ensuring the reliability and safety of these fleets in the commercial and private sectors . MRO is seen

as a significant percentage of airline operating costs; it represents approximately 12–15% of airline costs annually. There

are over 480,000 people directly employed in MRO worldwide, and annual expenditures on MRO were estimated to be

approximately $50 billion in 2013 and over $80 billion in 2019.

Aircraft maintenance can be categorized into scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. Scheduled maintenance ensures

that products function correctly at pre-set times; these are routine inspections, with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ checks broken down

into line maintenance (the aircraft remains under the control of Operations) and base maintenance (the aircraft is removed

from service and usually-placed in a hangar for a few days, at least) categories. They are preventative actions.

Unscheduled maintenance is not pre-planned. The maintenance of each part of an aircraft must be continuously tracked

throughout its lifecycle, with the maintenance of documentation and originality/quality being an essential task for MROs.

For example, a Boeing 737 has 367,000 parts, and keeping accurate aircraft maintenance records of these parts is critical

in proving an aircraft’s airworthiness. The supply chain in the aviation industry is highly complex (as seen in Figure 1).

Once an aircraft begins operations, its parts become part of a global supply chain involving several parties, such as

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), lessors, airlines, MROs, regulators and parts manufacturers. Each party has

its system for storing data and information about parts and aircraft in its possession.

Figure 1. Simplified parts and MRO services flow in the aeronautical industry (Source: Vieira and Loures, 2016).

When an aircraft or a part of an aircraft is transferred, there is complex paperwork to ensure authenticity. The paperwork

includes physical paper tags and an extensive history about the part or aircraft, with a record of all repairs and

modifications that have taken place. The part leaves the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) of the MRO and is

transferred to the ERP of the airline. Then, the cycle repeats itself, this time possibly with a different MRO. If the part is

crossing international borders, the customs office becomes involved. Reports must also be carried out to ensure

airworthiness and commercial traceability. Each year, millions of parts are moved worldwide; this can lead to a high level

of inefficiency and lack of transparency, leading to added costs. The decentralized identifier (DID), a unique, verifiable,

decentralized digital identity, can be the mechanism to trace the full records of a part.

At present, aircraft maintenance logbooks are stored in a physical ledger, typically in the aircraft and/or in the aircraft’s

owner’s possession. Several risks are associated with maintaining a physical logbook; for example, it is susceptible to

being damaged and lost or stolen, rendering the aircraft not airworthy. If the aircraft logbook is mislaid, the records must

be reconstructed, leading to delays and increased costs. In addition to this, the reconstruction of maintenance logs can be

a long and tedious task. As each aircraft ages, the maintenance facility that carried out work may no longer be in

business, and therefore they may not hold the records for this aircraft. If this is the case, the aircraft owner must make a

notarized statement explaining the loss of records and estimate the time the aircraft was in use according to the Federal

Aviation Administration. Finally, it is possible to falsify records through the forgery of signatures with physical logbooks.

Paper records account for nearly 90% of all commercial aircraft maintenance records worldwide. An aircraft will typically

be owned by five or six owners between delivery and retirement. Maintaining documentation is a challenge due to the high

volume of movement and activity throughout the aircraft’s lifespan. Maintenance records for legacy aircraft are vulnerable

to damage, missing documents and even misinterpreted handwritten text. Considering the number of documents, it is

probable that the history of the maintenance of an aircraft will not be complete.
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Digitally transferring data can create problems: the buyer and seller may be using different systems that are not

compatible, and therefore there is a risk of data being lost. Thus, the interoperability of Air Transport Association (ATA)

standards and the security of transferring data become paramount when electronic data transfers occur.

The second most important problem for MROs is the use of spare parts. Individual aircraft parts and airframes are

imported, the inventory is maintained and the aircraft is assembled. The aircraft supply chain is well regulated and

monitored at individual levels. There is the risk that replacement parts may be unapproved or of substandard quality

replication or products sold on the black market. Counterfeiting strategies are evolving and becoming more sophisticated

and are increasingly affecting the legitimacy of the supply chain; this applies to things such as stolen or parts recovered

after they have been permanently removed from service. Parts are manufactured illegally by sub-contractors and then

sold as legitimate parts .

The aviation industry’s number one priority is safety, and it is deeply concerned with detecting counterfeit products within

the aircraft parts supply chain. A small number of aircraft parts may be counterfeit or missing records, which can have a

detrimental result if they are not manufactured to the standards set by regulators. In 2016, the FAA stated that 273

counterfeit parts from China were installed in some Boeing 777 wing spoilers—these caused the aircraft to slow down

during landing. If Blockchain technology was implemented in MRO, a common ledger would be used by all relevant

parties for entering, storing and retrieving information regarding the aircraft and its parts.
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